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Pan and

the Neverland
Pirates Camp

May 31st - June 10th
Pan and the Neverland
Pirates Camp" is inspired by the
movie "Pan (2015)" retold in a fun
age-appropriate unique way.
Argh!
Campers will pick a pirate name,
make their own pirate hat and
dive into the sea adventures. We’ll
hunt for Pirates together as we
explore a Where’s Waldo
stylebook, “Help! The Pirate Has
Lost His Shipmates!” We’ll make
pirate hats and swords and eye
patches and parrot puppets.
We’ll learn a pirate song and
pretend to sail on a pirate ship.
We’ll make maps and ﬂags and
daisies. We’ll make noodle
pudding and have a great time
telling each other a story from
our own imagination. Then we’ll
imagine going to the sea to
capture a mermaid. We’ll read
“How to Catch a Mermaid” and
make mirrors, crowns, pearls, and
other treasures. We’ll even make
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Cloudy With a

Chance of Meatballs Camp
June 13th - June 24

The forecast for this camp is storms of
hamburgers, spaghetti downpours,
strong winds blowing in doughnuts from
the east, and more! Our passionate crew
of campers will take the challenge of
FOOD WEATHER inspired from the
classic children's book and movie
(2009), "Cloudy With a Chance of
Meatballs."
Can you imagine what it would be like
to have food falling from the sky? The
townspeople of Chewandswallow had to
rely on their local weather forecasters to
let them know what they could expect
to eat for each meal. In this STEM camp
centered on weather and science, our
campers enjoy creating their own wild
weather reports, drawing a scene of
their wild weather, and then making a
kid reporter craft to go with it. We will
have a Spaghetti Hunt! We'll run outside
with huge smiles to gather as much
spaghetti we could carry to make the
longest spaghetti string! Stay tuned for
the most fun weather and science experiments and Oobleck rain! Get your
umbrellas ready for Summer Time in
Alianza EIS!
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Alice's Adventures

in Wonderland Camp
June 27th - July 8th

Are you ready to fall down the rabbit hole?
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland camp will
feature drama, visual arts, STEM activities,
and games all centered around Alice in
Wonderland!
We will make our own Alice puppets, get
lost in a wacky world of our own by making
a marble maze, learn what it's like for things
to grow and shrink by playing a zoomed-in
object guessing game and make our own
mysterious ﬁzzy drink.
We will build our own caterpillars on mushrooms and Cheshire Cat faces out of secret
materials. We will turn a deck of cards into a
Wonderland-worthy army, and paint salt
dough hearts red. We will create a decorative mad hatter hat craft, explore head-scratching riddles and optical illusions, and celebrate our own un-birthdays with mini mud
sandwiches.
We will make our own craft pocket watches
to make sure we won't be late, design a
white rabbit face craft, and play a variety of
timed challenges. We will also get to perform our own Alice in Wonderland Theatre
show. At the end of the camp, each camper
will be presented with a certiﬁcate recognizing the special skills that they brought to
Wonderland.
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Jurassic World Camp
July 11th - July 22nd

Did you ever wish that dinosaurs were still
alive? They will certainly come to life during
this prehistoric-themed summer camp!
Come roar your way into some colossal fun
as we make dino feet, have a dino stomp
dance party for the camp closure, and make
5 diﬀerent types of exploding volcanoes!
This camp proves learning can be fun as we
explore Jurassic World and the unbelievable
creatures that roamed the earth millions of
years ago! Our campers will search the
terrain for lumps and hills that look like
there might be dinosaurs underneath, they
mark oﬀ where they are going to dig, and
use their tools to excavate their fossils! They
will make dino eggs and go on a scavenger
or treasure hunt for a dinosaur egg (watermelon).

Will team up to excavate
dinosaurs from ice and
much more!
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It's LEGO Time!

July 25th - August 5th
Dream it, build it, wreck it, repeat in Alianza's LEGO-inspired summer camp.
Take our LEGO love to the next level with
this camp! Kids are naturally gifted creators,
but with the right instructors in the right
atmosphere, they can dive into a variety of
STEM concepts and explore principles of
engineering and physics all while having a
blast building with LEGO bricks.
Circle time and group discussions will be the
setting for new terminology & STEM concepts. We'll talk about friction, force, and
gear ratios. We'll have diﬀerent fantasy
worlds to choose from while building the
ideal "mini-mundo" and let's not forget a
quick trip around the globe to replicate
some of the greatest man-made architectural creations like; Eiﬀel Tower, the Great Wall
of China, Golden Gate, Taj Mahal, Chichén
Itzá, and the Roman Colosseum.

Our tiny campers will test
their building skills by
challenging themselves
into tall structures
building
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Back to School

(Warm-up Camp)

August 8th - August 11th
We will ﬁnish our amazing
Summer Camp preparing our
engines to start a new school
year. These days, we will enjoy
games and dynamics so that our
children can restart their creative
thinking and can prepare to
absorb all the knowledge that
the school year will give them.
It will be an excellent opportunity
to recharge energy and start the
new learning path that awaits us
with a great attitude.

New school year,
here we come!
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